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What do sidewalk accessibility problems look like? How might these problems differ across cities? In this poster paper,
we introduce Sidewalk Gallery, an interactive, filterable gallery of over 500,000 crowdsourced sidewalk accessibility
images across seven cities in two countries (US and Mexico). Gallery allows users to explore and interactively filter
sidewalk images based on five primary accessibility problem types, 35 tag categories, and a 5-point severity scale. When
browsing images, users can also provide feedback about data correctness. We envision Gallery as a tool for teaching in
urban design and accessibility and as a visualization aid for disability advocacy.
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Introduction

There is growing recognition of the importance in collecting and publishing open datasets in the accessibility
community [6,8,9]. In a literature review of 506 accessibility papers published at CHI and ASSETS over the past
decade, Mack et al. [9] found that only seven (1.4%) claimed a dataset contribution and, consequently, called on the
community to address this gap. Kacorri et al. [8] note how other fields such as machine learning and public health
have pushed towards open data, enabling better study replication, performance benchmarking, and supporting
scientific exploration and discovery. They emphasize, however, that open datasets alone are insufficient and that datacentric tools are also required to expose datasets, broaden reach, and lower barriers to use.
Drawing on recent work in creating interactive tools for open datasets to support science and education—such as
VizWiz’s DataSet Browser [2,17], Kacorri et al.’s IncluSet [7,8], and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s interactive gallery of
bird species [1,14]—we introduce Sidewalk Gallery, an interactive, filterable gallery of over 500,000 crowdsourced
sidewalk accessibility images drawn from seven cities in two countries (US and Mexico). To our knowledge, Gallery is
the first and largest interactive gallery of categorized sidewalk accessibility problems in existence. While professional
* Michael and Aroosh contributed equally to this work.

image galleries like Getty Images provide high-resolution stock sidewalk photos, most of these are pristine, do not
include accessibility-related categorizations, and are not focused on access infrastructure. Indeed, although a Getty
Image search of “sidewalks” returns 129,653 images, there are only 816 results for “broken sidewalks”, 27 for “curb
ramps”, and 6 for “ADA sidewalks”. In research, others have collected and curated large-scale urban datasets such as
CityScapes [3] and Places [19]; however, these initiatives are focused on training computer vision algorithms rather
than presenting interactive views of inaccessible sidewalks. One recent exception is Urban Mosaic [10], which allows
users to interactively query 7.7 million street-level images in NYC and explore spatio-temporal data relationships (e.g.,
census, crime, zoning); they present a brief case study tracking tactile strip use in NYC over time.
In this poster paper, we present Sidewalk Gallery, which allows users to explore and interactively filter sidewalk
images based on five primary label types, 35 tag categories, and a 5-point severity scale. When browsing images, users
can also provide feedback about data correctness. While an early prototype, we envision Gallery as a tool for teaching
in urban design and accessibility and as a visualization aid for disability advocacy in local communities.
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The Sidewalk Gallery Image + Metadata Dataset

Sidewalk Gallery sources its image and metadata from Project Sidewalk (https://projectsidewalk.org), an open-source
web tool for labeling and verifying sidewalk accessibility problems using Google Street View (GSV) [4,5,12]. Project
Sidewalk uses gamified missions to train, engage, and sustain users and to divide and allocate work. In labeling
missions, users are virtually routed through city streets in GSV to find and label sidewalk problems and assess their
severity. In validation missions, users review and validate previously labeled imagery through agree, disagree, and
unsure judgments.
Project Sidewalk’s labeling ontology is derived from accessible sidewalk standards [15,16] and includes five primary
label types and 35 tags. The label types are curb ramps, missing curb ramps, sidewalk obstacles, surface problems, and
missing sidewalks. Each label can contain a severity assessment (1-5 scale where 5 is an impassable barrier for a
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wheelchair user), an optional open-text description, and one or more label-specific tags. For example, surface problems
can be tagged with eight additional descriptors, including bumpy, cracks, and narrow (Table 1). All labels include
additional metadata such as the image date, the labeling timestamp, validation information, and geo-location (lat/long).
Figure 1 shows a subset of sidewalk labels and tags available in Sidewalk Gallery.
Since its 2018 pilot deployment in Washington DC, Project Sidewalk has expanded into six additional cities,
including two in Mexico. In total, 6,600 users have labeled 540,000 sidewalk accessibility problems across 10,000 km of
city streets and provided 171,000 validations (Table 2). Sidewalk Gallery provides an interactive, filterable image
gallery of this data.
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Sidewalk Gallery

Sidewalk Gallery supports rapid visual exploration of the Project Sidewalk dataset, showing live GSV images from the
Google Maps API with Project Sidewalk metadata. Drawing on Shneiderman’s visual information seeking mantra of
“overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” [13], the primary UI presents a gallery view of labeled sidewalk
accessibility images (cards), which can be interactively filtered based on label type, tag, and severity level using the
sidebar (Figure 2). Currently, we show nine images per page—users can navigate to previous and additional results
using the navigation controls at the page’s bottom. All interfaces support both English and Spanish—the Spanish
translations were completed by our Mexico-based NGO partner, Liga Peatonal. Below, we enumerate primary design
principles and tasks.
Serendipitous discovery. On initial load, Gallery provides a random assortment of images to encourage
impromptu discovery. With filters applied, Gallery shows all matching results in a randomly order paginated set.
Performant filtering. User interactions with the sidebar are translated into a combination of frontend and
backend filtering and database query operations. Results are nearly instantaneous allowing for interactive exploration
and refined filtering. Currently, multiple tags and severity levels can be selected per label type, which result in OR
operations.
View and validate. As Sidewalk Gallery presents crowdsourced data, it is imperfect and subjective. Users can
rapidly view and validate data in both the minimized and expanded cards. Validations are uploaded back to Project
Sidewalk.
Detail on demand. To provide “details on demand”, images can be clicked to show an expanded view with
additional metadata and an interactive GSV pane where users can explore problems by panning, zooming, and moving.
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Sidewalk Gallery's frontend is implemented in HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript with the i18next framework for multilanguage support. The backend is implemented in Scala with a PostgreSQL database. Visit https://sidewalkgallery.io.

4 Limitations and Future Work
While Sidewalk Gallery is currently deployed online, it is still an early research prototype. Significant work remains.
Cross-city comparisons and filtering. What do the most severe sidewalk accessibility problems look like in city
X vs. city Y? How do curb ramp designs differ across cities and regions? Future work should explore solutions that
allow users to filter and compare across cities.
What are the geographic patterns of sidewalk inaccessibility? Sidewalk Gallery does not currently surface
the geographic location of labeled images. We plan to address this limitation in two ways: first, by adding a small topdown map on the filtering sidebar, which will immediately show the location of all labels matching the selected filters.
Second, by adding a larger version of this map in the expanded view, which will also highlight the location of the
selected image.
Showing and filtering on “correctness.” Sidewalk Gallery relies on crowdsourced data. While roughly 40% of all
Project Sidewalk labels have user-contributed validations, this information is not yet surfaced in Gallery. To enable
showing the highest-quality data, we plan to allow filtering based on validations and to show validation data in the UI.
We plan to also experiment with automated quality inference approaches, which would allow the user to see and/or
sort by our trained machine learning predictions of correctness [18].
Crowd editable metadata. While Gallery users can currently validate cards, the metadata itself is read-only.
Future work should explore methods to make the metadata (e.g., severity, tags) crowd editable.
Complementary analytic visualizations. What are the distributions and co-occurrence patterns of label types,
severity ratings, and tags? How do they correlate to socio-economic data (e.g., race, real estate pricing, census tract
data)? To support addressing each of these questions, we would like to add in complementary visualizations. The filter
bar, for example, could show histograms of severity ratings based on label type.
Image ownership and licensing. Unlike the VizWiz DataSet Browser [2,17], which shows user-contributed
photographs, Sidewalk Gallery serves labeled GSV imagery using the Google Maps API. These images are owned by
Google and occasionally “expire” over time. While our geo-located metadata would persist, the images may not.
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User study. While we have received informal feedback about Sidewalk Gallery from our partners, we plan to
conduct a multi-stakeholder user study [11] of disability advocates, people with mobility disabilities, policy makers,
and planners exploring how Sidewalk Gallery can be used for sidewalk accessibility analysis, education, and training.
In conclusion, this poster paper contributes a new interactive tool, called Sidewalk Gallery, for exploring and
filtering sidewalk accessibility images. Our work has implications for the growing open data movement in accessibility
research and should benefit urban planners and accessibility researchers. We also believe Gallery could be a beneficial
educational tool, just as the Cornell Lab’s Ornithology gallery has been successfully used in zoology education [14].
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